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"The mark of the immature man is that he wants to die nobly for a cause,
while the mark of the mature man is that he wants to live humbly for one

Dr. Martin Luther King

Wooster
this
Week

Jr.

Datate from areoa to on
Chris Beck

in?

Viewpoints Editor
As the Colleges prepares to fully
implement a new software system, the
issue of whether student registration
for classes should take place online or
stay in the arena has moved to the
forefront of both faculty and student
discussions. The College currently
uses several different kinds of software to perform various tasks including course registration. All these
tasks will soon be performed by one
software program which comes from
the
Datatel
called
company
"Organized
Scots:
Colleague
Advancement Release 1 7,"
OSCAR.
According to Monica Crawford, the
implantation project manager of
OSCAR, the current administrative
software will soon not be supported
and therefore must be replaced. The
expiration of the current software
provides the College with a chance to
upgrade. "It gives us an opportunity
to review policies and procedures to
create an infrastructure that allows us
to perhaps deliver more services than
we could have delivered before," said
Crawford.
On Tuesday, the Registrar's office
hosted an open forum and demonstration of the new Datatel software. An
application consultant with Datatel
presented all the features available
with the software, as well as two
examples of the 660-plinstitutions
that are currently utilizing the system: Elon University
and the
University of Texas at Brownsville.
The Datatel system allows Faculty
to manage all aspects of their courses

Alex Cacioppo investigates
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recent Diebold criticisms as
Wayne County moves to
implement the electronic voting system for the upcoming
Nov. 8 elections.
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Brian Frederico writes his last

installment column on the
Sudan.
See page 3 for
details.
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Mn response to last week's

ing revolution. See if the sparks

on page

5.

Leah Koontz

Halloween is around the cor

Chief Staff Writer

ner; how will you be spending
it? See what's happening in
Wooster and join in the festivi-ties on page 4.

The

Student
Leadership Conference, presented by
the Student Government Association
(SGA) , in partnership with the
Student Activities Office, held its last
workshop Tuesday Oct. 8 at 7 p.m.
in Lowry 120 and 1 18. The first two
workshops were held on Oct. 4 and
Oct. 11.
SGA President Mike Prohaska '06
said the reason for the conference was
to help new student organizations get
on their feet and to assist student
organizations to be more efficient in
general, specifically due to the chronic problems with which all organizations have struggled such as lack of
funds, space, campus support, diversity in events and student participation
and commitment.
"SGA had tried to do a similar conference in the past unsuccessfully, but
the Student Activities Office is well
equipped to organize a similar conference in the future. It would truly benefit all student organizations," said
Prohaska.
The conference workshop topics
included Campus Policies (presented
by Bob Rodda, director of Lowry
Center and student activities), Web
Design (presented by Peter James,
webmaster for the College), Campus
Resources (presented by Rodda),
Recruiting (presented by Carolyn
Buxton, senior associate dean of students), Policies (presented by
Buxton), Event Planning (presented
by Dottie Collura, assistant director
of student activities), and Publicity
(presented by Kate Leishman, administrative intern for Lowry Center).
Leishman said that being new, and
from a very different academic and
social atmosphere, the conference
was a chance for her to ask some useful questions to assist her in her position as well. "It the conference is
almost a one-sto- p
shopping experience for your organizations needs,"
Leishman said.
During her workshop on publicity,
she said that Facebook is a popular
way to publicize events because 67
percent of campus organizations' primary contacts are on it, as are 66 percent of Residential Assistants and
On-Camp-
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Molly Lehman previews

the

upcoming musical "Once on
This Island,' which addresses
racialissues. See page 6.

and Diving prepare for their upcoming season, which begins this weekend at Kenyon. See page 8.
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Robert Blair presented the prototype of the Datatel OSCAR Web site, currently used by more
'
than 660 other institutions (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
.
including wait lists, prerequisites and
posed OSCAR switch. Besides the
grades. Students can search courses
fact that access to a computby subject, level, time and day. In addier is required, the Registration
tion, students can. set up extended' Assistance Room requires staffing,
course plans based on their major and
and instead of a
registration
have access to printable, online degree
completed in 3 hours, as it is with the
audits and transcripts. The software
arena style, the process of online
also allows for online course registraistration would take several, days.
tion, though the other services can
Also, without the supervision of real-li- fe
still be utilized with an arena registraprofessors, students run the risk of
"
tion model.
selecting inappropriate courses.
There are disadvantages-tthe pro
However, the system hopes to
furi-damen-

full-bo-

tal

dy

o

fmprove the current disadvantages

the

of

registration, whose set
up is more costly and inefficient and
requires students to hastily choose
courses, resulting in the excessive use
of adddrop forms.
One of the main concerns among'"
students with regard to the switch is
the loss pf the personal atmosphere
created by being able to talk face-tarena-sty- le

.

o-

See "Registration,"

page 2

Organizations receive Ohio adopts Diebold
leadership coaching touch-scree- n
voting

arti-

cle on dating, Cory Smith and
Liz Weiss attempt to start a dat' flew

0

:

j

Alex Cacioppo
Voice Staff Writer

Residential Directors.
Leishman also pointed out that the
Scot's Key is not very specific about
where publicity can and can not be
placed outside, and that is something
student organization leaders may
want to bring up with administrative
members. Another tip that Leishman
said she gleaned from Collura was
that
could be beneficial when planning an event. With
the groups are sharing
their normal crowd base as well as the
expenses for the event...
James said he was involved with the
conference because he wanted to
demonstrate the process of accessing
the Web space using either a Mac or a
Windows computer, and discuss
programs that could be
used. He also set up a Web page that
goes into detail about this information for students who could not
attend his workshop or who could not
remember everything he covered, at
http: www.wooster.edu webserv-icesstudent- s.

County press, Spoonamore wrote that
report by researchers at Johns
Hopkins read that Diebold's '"voting
system is far below even the most minimal security standards ...'" and found
the system '"unsuitable for use in a
general election.'"
He asked a series of questions for
officials at the Wayne County Board of
Elections and the Wayne County Fair
relating to technical aspects of the
software and machine code, to which -he did not receive a response because
"no election official had any idea w hat
I was asking them."
The Johns Hopkins' Information
Security Institute (ISI) report by
Tadayoshi Kohno, Adam Stubblefield,
Aviel D. Rubin and Dan S. Wallach
scrutinized Diebold electronic machinery as of 2002. The ISI pajHT, presented at the "Symposium on Security and
Privacy" sponsored by the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers
(IEEE) on Feb. 27, 2004, as an
"Analysis of an Electronic Voting
System," is highly critical of both the
a

Electronic voting machines will be
used for the first time in Wayne
County in the upcoming Nov. 8 election. The machines have the support of
the county's Board of Elections,
though some academics and professionals allege that significant security
issues remain.
The software running the
touch-screvoting
devices has been repeatedly "demon
stratedvto be hackable," according to
Wooster
resident,
Stephen
Spoonamore, CEO of banking security firm Cybrinth, who claimed that
there are "no qualified people to oversee the system," one which he said was
shown to be compromised by the Leon
County Board of Elections in Florida,
the Massachusetts
Institute of
Technology, the Department of
Computer Science at Johns Hopkins
University, and the Homeland Security
Department's Computer Emergency
Buxton said that the best places for
Readiness Team.
student leaders to garner information
In an
circulated to Wayne
See 'Voting," page 2
about college policies relevant to
their organizations were the Scot's
co-sponsor-

ship

co-sponsor-

Web-editi-

ship,

Diebold-manufactur-
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Key at

WOW

http:www.wooster.edupoli-ciesscotskey.pd-

Selected

f,

sponsors lecture on Iraq war

the Handbook of
Policies
College
at

http:www.wooster.edupoliciespo
and
the
licies.pdf,
Student
Organization

Handbook

at

http:www.wooster.edulowryorga
nizationshandbookdefault.php.
Some of the forms available
through the Student Organization
Handbook site are charter guidelines
and a sample charter, an advisor con-trafunds request form instructions,
pt
a funds disbursement form and a
form.
Buxton said that although organizations cannot solicit from trustees,
they could ask for up to $75 in prizes
to be awarded at campus events from
community groups. Two sources to
contact with fundraising questions
are Sara Patton, vice president for
development, and Brad Cors, director
of development. She also recommended contacting Anne Gates to
College-approvobtain
language if student leaders
it,

tax-exem-

non-discriminat- ory

See "Workshop," page 2

ed

Associate Professor of Political Science Eric Moskowitz pre-- l
feented "The Path to War: Deception and
in d
public lecture and discussion on the decisions made that led
to the current war in Iraq. Wooster Opposed to the War spon
sored the event (Photo by David Wagoner).
Self-Deceptio-
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Leaders take advantage of S GA workshops
CAMPUS

Hustwit lectures on
educational theories

Workshop
continued from p.

1

have questions in that area.
Patricia Riley '08, Circle K Vice
President, said Campus Resources
Professor of Philosophy Ron was the most beneficial workshop
Hustwit presented the second Faculty
she attended because, "I learned that
at Large lecture of the semester on if your group is going to be gone for
Oct. 18. His talk, "Newman on Mind
a meal on a weekend, with enough
and Matter in the University," disnotice, hospitality can make the stucussed John Cardinal Newman's edudents box lunches. ..however, I
cational views as he expressed them in would have liked to see something on
a series of lectures given in conjuncbudgeting, and how funds are allotion with the opening of a Catholic in cated to different groups on campus.
Dublin that he helped to establish.
I know they hosted workshops at the
Prominent in his views is the worry
beginning of the year on how to use
over the role that the then advancing
the funds you had, but how funds are
"Modernism" and its materialist charallocated still continues to confuse
acteristics would have in the curricume as to why certain groups get
lum. "Newman worried that this set of more than others."
materialist
could
presuppositions
Erin Toohey '07, Archaeology
eventually exclude the study of mind Colloquium secretary, said, "I actualand its issue from the curriculum,"
ly went because I wanted a refresher
said Hustwit.
course on how to work a Web page
"This would manifest itself in the for my I.S...I wish the Web session
curriculum by excluding mental phiwas more structured. I learned about
losophy and the humanities from the resources that I hadn't known existcurriculum. It would turn the study of ed, but there wasn't much how-t- o
human social relations into social sciinstruction involved."
ences and leave the philosophical preKatherine Duffus '07, Epsilon
suppositions of the natural sciences
Kappa Omicron Historian, disagreed
unexamined."
saying, "Peter James completely
Hustwit
from answered the questions 1 had, as well
graduated
Westminster College in 1964, then as giving me a great number of realearned his M A. from the University
ly good ideas. I am certain that over
of Nebraska in 1965 and his Ph.D. the next few weeks our Web page
from the .University of Texas in 1970.
will greatly improve.. I felt, howevHe has been a faculty member at er, that the students who came with
Wooster since 1967.
specific questions got more out of
the workshops than students who
STATE
just came to see what it was about."
Annie Fine '06, Zeta Phi Gamma
President, said she also enjoyed the
Web Design workshop because, "the
Web page is an important tool to
COLUMBUS, OH (AP)
Religious
keep in touch with alumni and also
and political leaders from around the
state held a news conference on Oct. 14 provides information for incoming
at Trinity Episcopal Church on Capitol
Square. The goal of the conference
was to illuminate the plans of the
Reformation Ohio coalition group,

of John Newman

Reformation Ohio
undergoes scrutiny
-

'

v

i

Senior Associate Dean of Students Carolyn Buxton leads the
SGA leadership workshop on Recruitment (Photo by Mac
Buehler).

'

.

.

freshman that browse the Wooster
Web page." In addition, Fine learned
that Hospitality Services offers a
catering option for events Tike the
Zeta Spring Senior Banquet at a
competitive price, which would make
the event much easier to plan as it
falls around exams.
Fine said, "The Greek community
is going through a lot of changes
this year and in coming years, so I
thought that it would be great to
have this added information and
resources for Inter-Gree- k
Council as
well as for future members of Zeta."
Tracy Patinski '09, Wooster
Volunteer Network (WVN) first-ye- ar
representative, said she attended the Web page workshop along
with Atox Cotter '09, another WVN
first-ye- ar
representative, because
they have several years ahead of

them to keep improving their
group's Web page. Patinski said she
would definitely recommend the
workshop to the WVN Board in the
future.
The conference was publicized by
mailed flyers to student representatives who signed up through
Pot submissions, sandwich board posters, Lowry staircase
posters, a
in the
Voice, and WHN announcements.
"Before the event started, Mike
gave us several options of workshops available. I think he did a great
job organizing it and providing a
good amount of alternative meetings," Fine said.
Prohaska said the organizations
communicating with each other got
the word out about the conference as
well. There were a variety of organi
pre-registrati-

'

zational positions shown in the
attendees, said Prohaska. Some
organizations sent more than one
representative to certain workshops,
and there was flexibility to the conference because organizations could
choose which workshops they most
needed to attend rather than having
to attend all three.
"I felt very good about the publicity and about the actual implementation of the conference," Prohaska
said. "There were some unforeseen
conflicts with a speaker last Tuesday
and the forum for online registration
tonight, but I think attendance was
still high.
"This was the cap of my planning ,
process for this conference, which
began last year. I had this thought,
this vision, and I kept trying to figure out how to make it into some- -'
thing, and it ended up looking pretty
much how I envisioned it to look in
the end,"
According to Prohaska, the SGA
survey last year brought up a level of
dissatisfaction about the support student organization leaders were
receiving from the campus. However,
while Prohaska said that was always
in the back of his head, that was not
a catalyst for this conference.
In addition, a door prize was
awarded at each of the sessions, a
$25 Wilson Bookstore gift certificate, a $'25 Staples gift certificate and
a $25 Best Buy gift certificate.
Prohaska said that while he
thought the conference wasva success
and would really like to see it continued in the future, lie received no
feedback when he .brought up the
idea of continuing it to administrative members;
Leishman said she hoped the
Student Activities Office might take
over sponsoring these workshops in
the future because she would like to
be involved in that project.

letter-to-the-edi-

on,

tor

Johns Hopkins deems Diebold ballots problematic

which hopes to align Ohio law and

cul-

ture with its interpretation
of
Christianity by 2009.
Leaders encouraged citizens to be
wary of this group as well as related
groups such as Russell Johnson's Ohio
Restoration Project that broadcast
their agenda to create a narrow vision
for Ohio. Reformation Ohio, headed by
the Rev. Rod Parsley, held its official

-

launch event later that day on the
Statehouse lawn.
Parsley, w ho also runs the Center for
Moral Clarity, sent personal letters to
every Ohio senator and representative
inviting them to the. launch. The
Center also has its own legislative
agenda that it hopes to pursue with
help from
with
similar
views.
Rev.
Mike
Schuenemeyer, Executive for Health
and Wholeness Advocacy for the
National Office of the United Church
of Christ, said groups like Reformation
Ohio threaten the fair recognition of
state-representativ-

es

all beliefs.
"Religion

part of the beautiful
diversity among Ohioans. One narrow
religious viewpoint should not steer
the government representing
all
is

Ohioans," Schuenemeyer

said. He will

le working with Equality Ohio

in the
tiext few months to organize the creation of a roundtable of faith leaders
from around the state who share a
wider vision for Ohio.

NATION

Bomb threat halts
traffic in Baltimore
BALTIMORE (AP)
blow up

-A

continued from p.
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codes used in the software and also

how votes are counted electronically
after the election is over.
Precinct Delegate Sue Donohoe (R -IB), who assists election efforts at the
Wayne County Board of Elections in
Wooster, which has 24 precincts out of
Wayne County's 96, said she was
excited about using the devices, which
are now for the first time fitted with a
paper record that stores individual ballots into what officials here refer to as
the "clam."
Donohoe demonstrated how cards
are used to differentiate voters and
prevent over- - or under-votin- g,
which
appeared foolproof.
The ISI reported, "As we have only
analyzed the code for the Diebold voting terminal, we do not know exactly
how the back-en- d
server tabulates the
final results from the individual terminals voting stations
... We are
unable to verify that there are checks
to ensure ... that there are no more
votes collected than people who are
registered at or have entered any given
polling location."
"Unfortunately,"
the ISI paper
added, "the Diebold system's use of
smartcards provides very little (if any)

threat to

d

Harbor Tunnel on Oct. 18. Traffic
was diverted for almost two hours but
resumed by early afternoon as the FBI
continued to investigate.
The tunnel was completely closed
while the Fort McHenry Tunnel was
reduced to one lane of traffic each
way. Both tunnels support travelers
moving between Washington and the
New York City and Philadelphia areas.
According to an anonymous federal
law enforcement official, the threat
was phoned in by an individual asserting to have information from an overseas source. One person thought to be
connected to the incident was arrested
on immigration charges.
Compiled by Lizzy Druga

has to have electronic voting. And
we are told that by our Secretary of
State, Kenneth Blackwell."
Donohoe, who, according to assistant Gary Marshall, had been working
at the Board since March, added,
"Originally, when they came in and
showed us these devices, there was not
going to be a paper trail."
In September, Ohio decided to
install such a record in the machines,
according to the Columbus Dispatch,
upon recommendations
by
the
Commission on Federal Election
Reform, which further "called for a
federal law requiring
le
paper-aud- it
trails on all electronic voting machines," as is the case with the
machines in Wayne County that will
voter-verifiab-

Mark Radke, director of marketing for Diebold election
systems, stands with the

company's new electronic
voting station (AP Photo by
RonSchwane).
additional security and, in fact, opens
the system to several attacks." It went
on to describe at length the machines'
"lack of cryptography" which may
severely debilitate its effectiveness.
"We are very positive about it,"
Donohoe said. "We're excited about it
coming into Wayne County.
Wooster city is getting
the
machines first for Nov. 8 and by
November of 2006, the whole state

be used Nov. 8.
The ISI report

stated that their
research "found significant security
flaws" in the software running the voting stations, concluding that "there
appears to have been little quality control in the process."
Since then, Diebold has added the
paper record, providing some kind of
.
i
i
r
f... net. Donohoe
safety
madei it clear,
however, that the paper record would
only le relevant in case of a recount,
the criteria for which is unknown.
Otherwise, what would get counted
as a vote remains emledded in an electronic chip. As she and other election
.

officials

are relatively new to the
machines, they were unable to provide
data on the reliability or accuracy in
the touch-scresystem.
"That would probably be like a
Diebold question because they have
used this in Georgia," said Connie
Clark, who serves as another election
assistant. One can read in the
"Frequently Asked Questions" section
of the Diebold corporate Web site that
they were able to "install over 23,000
touch screen voting stations in 159
counties in Georgia in 6. months."
The controversy surrounding the
insecurity of Diebold software operating its election products, as well as
CEO Waldcn O'Dell's
letter to the President's campaign in
which'he pledged to "'deliver Ohio's
votes for'", him last year and
Blackwell's role as a
of
Mr. Bush's Ohio campaign and fellow
fund-raisled Diebold to "pull the
plug" on the machines last January,
according to the Cleveland Plain
en

fund-raisi-

co-chair-

ng

man

er,

Dealer.

y Spoonaniore

w rote with words of
warning, saying: "The public should
understand that they are about to
begin voting on completely unsecured
systems with no credible oversite sic
from local elections officials." He could
not be contacted as of press time for
further comment.

OSCAR to restructure registration procedure
Registration
continued from p.

1

face with professors, who can instan-

vehicles shut
down one of the roadways and partially closed another in Baltimore's
explosive-fille-

Voting

taneously create new sections when
courses are filled.
The final decision on whether or
not to move to online registration will
be made by the Steering Committee,
which consists of President Stan
Halt's, Vice President for Academic
Affairs Iain Crawford, Vice President
for Development Sally Patton, Chief
Information
Technology
Officer
David Waldron and Vice President for
Finance and Business Bob Walton.
The committee plans to have a final
decision by Nov. 1.
"We have a very short time frame ...
the registrar's office will have tons of
work to do. However we decide to handle registration, we need to be getting
started right away," Crawford said.
It is unclear whether registration
will go online without student support but students are currently
attempting to have a say in this

process. The Registrar's office sent
out an online survey to test student
perceptions of course registration. In
addition, on Wednesday, Oct. 20 the
Student Government Association officially endorsed arena registration
over online registration by a unanimous vote. 'In addition, SGA spent
this week tabling in Lowry and asking
students to vote for either arena or
online registration.
Kristen Welk '06, Senior SGA senator and chair of the Registration
Committee said that the results
appeared to be leaning toward arena
registration.
Welk also thinks that registration
should not go online without student
support, but that there are other relevant points to be considered. "You
have to take into account the faculty's
voice and the budgeting constraints,
so the student voice does matter... but
it is all part of a process," Welk said.
Regardless of which model is chosen, the new advanced software will
require a lot of adjustments by both
faculty and students. "For faculty and
Ad-H-

J

-

oc

Registrar Robert Blair responds to questions regarding the
possible implementation of OSCAR (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
students, there will be a certain
amount ol training,"
Registrar
Robert Blair said "We've already
started to download instructions for
students and faculty so we'll try to

take advantage of the best practices
out there"
Those interested in learning more
about OSCAR can visit the Web site at

http;www.w(oster.cduoscar
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Sudan demands our Employees
attention and action snouldnot

Positive Lowry changes
satiate student desires
Being

a student on the Wooster
campus, or any college campus for that
matter, you tend to easily succumb to

routine. Sometimes, this leads to complicity, but it can occasionally lead to
resistance.
When we resist, certain dissatisfactions are brought to light, and the possibility emerges for change, often for
the better.
It is easy to dismiss student concerns as insignificant, or just plain
whiqy, so when administrative
take them to heart, any
positive changes that occur should be
noted for the sake of all of those
affected, specifically students who may
not realize and fully appreciate them.
We've noticed
some positive
changes around campus that need
addressing, specifically with regard to
Hospitality Services and Lowry
Student Center.
These changes came in the form of,
firstly, the Hospitality Service staff
adopting nametags. Well, they really
just stuck their ID cards to their
chests, but regardless of the actual
form, the effort comes off as more
friendly and personal in the eyes of
the student, and is a response to both
student and staff concerns.
The second change, and one that is
probably more appreciated, is that
Lowry dining is now open at 10:30 on
Sunday mornings, a half hour earlier
pow-ers-that-

You don't have to look very hard
on news Web sites for articles about
Sudan. In a nutshell, a government

than it has been for years. This first
"Sunday it was duly taken advantage of,
and as word spreads, it will be more so.

funded terror group called Janjaweed,
Arabic for Devils on Horseback, is
perpetrating
the current
genocide in

Last, but certainly not least, we'd
like to extend a great big "thanks" to
whoever had the wonderful idea in
deciding that the wear and tear on the
dining hall carpeting mattered less
than the
of the student
body, and made the change we've all
been waiting for: the reinstatement of
the round tables and the square tables
to their respective sides, thus restoring harmony to the hall. We can once
again walk into the familiar dining hall
we so missed and love.
Though the "fishbowl" remains
unchanged, this is certainly a giant
step in the right direction.
We think these changes are great,
and prove that our input matters. So,
if no one remembered to thank ,you,
Hospitality, we will.
Thank you for hearing our concerns
and for resxnding to them appropriately and in a timely manner; we really appreciate it.
Maybe it will encourage other students to shrug off their numbed
acceptance of what they think is the
way it must be and voice their concerns to the people that can help them,
instead of grumbling about it to
friends. Because if they don't know
something's wrong, they don't know
to fix it.
mass-appro-

-be

Sudan.

Janjaweed
units sweep in
on refugee
catxips and kill
and rape as they
bnanfrederico
please. The
6000 African Union (AU) troops stationed there are responsible for the
protection of nearly two million
refugees. Janjaweed have been attacking as lately as this month.
In the past two weeks 44 people have

val

won't be as dedicated to the
cause as, they need to be and there isn't any
cause more important than defending a population against'mass extermination."
been killed and thousands forced to flee.
Obviously the AU troops stationed
there are not enough. The United
Nations has not sent any troops.

The group that makes decisions is
the UN Security Council, which is
made up of five permanent members
with veto power: the United States,
France, Russia, Britain and China.
However the problem with this setup
is that each country will, naturally,
look after its own interests first.
Each has a duty to its own people
before those of another country.
Many of the countries on the UN
Security Council are going to hesitate
before deploying their own countrys'
troops to danger zones.
If all the countries on the Security
Council have situations elsewhere
that tie up their militaries, how willing will they be to deploy more
troops to danger zones? The answer
is "not very." Not being one of the
"Big Five," other countries aren't
going to be too eager either.
In Somalia there were U.N. and

Homecoming events
enthuse all involved
The festivities of Homecoming

dents, faculty and staff with fun and
enticing events for everyone.
The traditional Homecoming
Carnival, run by WAC and other student organizatipns, offered family
friendly activities in a fun and laid
back setting.
Taking place between 1 a.m. and 3
p.m., the carnival complemented the
football game and provided a buzz of
activity and socialization for alums
and their children or grandchildren,
as well as Wooster students.
The carnival featured a four-facrock wall rising from the center of
the patio, which was tackled by ambitious climbers who rang a bell from
the top.
An inflated rublwr "jumbo slide"
attracted people of all ages. Spirited,
recent grads breaking from tailgate
parties tested their luck at taming the
mechanical bull, much to the entertainment of older alums, students
and children.
Always popular caricature portraits
were available and free of cost, and

WVN operated a cotton candy stand
where purchase of a stick for $
would benefit Hurricane Relief
efforts and give customers a generous
cloud of fresh cotton candy.
The carnival represented the culmination of a fun, successful
Homecoming weekend that involved
students and alumni alike. The entire
campus community benefited from
the festivities, and the traditions of
Homecoming were truly enjoyed and
celebrated by all.
While the Scots lost the football
game to Wabash, it was an exciting
activity for the alumni and students
to gather and cheer on their school.
What elicits more Wooster spirit
than seeing three generations of
Wooster graduates and students one
stadium? The epitome of school
pride is seeing the young children of
alumni gallivanting around campus
wearing Wooster cheerleading outfits
and football helmets.
The Homecoming weekend ended
quite successfully and all involved
in the planning should be thanked
for a wonderful weekend of
nostalgia.
1

1
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Letters cannot exceed 350 words in length and must arrive to
the Voice by 5 p.m. on the Monday before Friday publication.
All letters must be signed and include contact information. In
addition, the Voice reserves the right to edit and hold letters.
Please send letters via
to voiceviewpointswooster.edu
The Wooster Voice,
Letters can also be sent by hard mail to
1
College of Wooster, Wooster, 01 4469 .
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Over the last two years, the College
has really tightened up its tobacco
policy. According to the Scot's Key,
the use of tobacco is prohibited in all
College buildings, residence halls,
e-owned
vehicles and at any college event or activity including athletics, to the extent that it must be
outside a ot
radius of any of
these buildings or designated areas.
Despite the fact that the Scot's Key
clearly outlines a strict policy on
tobacco on this campus, the exception
of the College Underground weakens
the College's stance on the issue.
The College Underground, or UG,
is a popular place on campus on
Friday nights. Students are able to
get together to dance or hang out
with friends. If a student is of age,
he or she can purchase beer, too.
Given the stance of the College on
tobacco, it does not make sense to
make an exception for the
Underground.
The Scot's Key states on page 50
that the College's "concern for the
colleg-

25-fo-

fun-fill- ed

The Voice welcomes letters to the editor,

On Sept. 28 Jan Egeland, the head
of the Humanitarian Affairs office of
the United Nations, threatened to
withdraw United Nations aid to
Sudan because of increased violence
against aid workers. On Oct. 9, the
Janjaweed captured 8 members of
the African Union and one American.
On Oct. 13, just five days ago, all
U.N. workers were
removed from the country. Most of
the hostages remain in enemy hands.
This is why the U.N. needs its own
troops so that it can protect its own
interests. It can't rely on foreign
troops whose loyalties lie with their
own countries. They won't be as
dedicated to the cause as they need to
be, and there isn't any cause more
important than defending a population against mass extermination.
I'll be keeping an eye on it and
updating my blog (http:
tmobrian.blogspot.com).
.

1
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This is Brian 's final column on the
Sudan situation. He can be reached at
bfrederico09 wooster. edu

UG conflicts with smoking policy

1

,

troops, largely working independently of each other.
The United Nations worked defensively, providing food and security for
aid workers and the United States
worked offensively against the organization that enacted the genocide.
This sounds like it would work
great. It did'until the "Black Hawk
Down" battle. When 18 Americans
turn up dead on CNN the public is
going to respond and it did. US
troops were almost immediately
pulled out.
With its offense gone, the United
Nations' ability to contain and end
the genocide was drastically reduced.
On Oct. 17, Swedish police captured
one of the men the US troops were
looking for that day, 12 years after he
committed his crimes.
U.S.

"Countries

.

weekend welcomed alumni back to
campus and included current stu-

Send comments to voicecartoonswooster.edu.

health', safety, and the well-beiof
its students, faculty, and staff is why
the College has these restrictions on
tobacco."
ng

If no person is allowed to use
tobacco products within a
radius of any building on campus,
then why allow students to smoke
where there are over one hundred
students in a confined area? If the
College truly cares about the health,
safety and well-beiof everyone on
campus, then it should think twice
alxwt permitting tobacco solely at the
UG. According to the American
Cancer Society, second-han- d
smoke is
responsible for about 3,000 lung cancer deaths in nonsmoking adults.
The College has made a strong
effort to clean up tobacco use on campus. I lowever, the allowance of
tobacco at the UG contradicts the
strict policy of the Scot's Key and is
unfair and unhealthy for students
who do not smoke or cannot lear secondhand smoke.
-- Jcfl' Clapacs '07
25-fo- ot

ng

be censored

There was an AP story a week ago
that reported that a teleconference
between President Bush and troops in
Iraq was actually staged to provide a
better picture of
the war in Iraq.
How absurd,
will our crazy
government
never learn.
Right?
:
V
Consider this:
1

C-318-
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I noticed an
clirisbeck
interesting sign
while waiting in
line at Java Hut earlier this week. A
small memo posted on the Coke
refrigerator.
It was from Chuck Wagers, dated
Oct. 7 and was addressed to hospitality managers, cc to John Hopkins (the
college's minister of propaganda) and
Robert Walton (the college's financial
tsar). To summarize, the memo said
that Lowry workers can only answer
questions from the media if the questions and answers are submitted in
writing and approved by John
Hopkins. Just to note, this memo was
sent out the same day the Voice published the story "Lowry Lacks

Hospitality."
It is obvious that the 7 bice struck a
chord with a few administrators by

interviewing Lowry workers and
publishing a story that criticized
Lowry practices, specifically on
Family Weekend. It is also obvious
that there was a two fold response.
First, the problem was slightly alleviated since the dining hall opens earlier on Sundays and Lowry Workers
wear nametags. Second, a gag order
was issued from Chuck Wagers to
Lowry workers to make sure no such
criticisms are made again.
The College of Wooster is an institution of higher learning, a place of
enlightenment and understanding. It
is a place where we can discuss issues
and approach them as intelligent
adults. Yet we see how the College
treats its employees. Can it be true
that administrators completely strip
freedom of speech on campus in
order to prevent any sort of criticism
of their policies? From what I've seen
in the past few years, this case is the
exception rather than the rule.
Nevertheless, this is a rather immature and impractical way to deal with
a problem of negative press coverage.
It is immature because a truly effective administrator would work with
employees and take their comments
seriously. It is impracticale because
this situation is potentially more
embarrassing and certainly more
problematic than having the need for
shorter lines and a few policy changes.
Also please remember that, like the
case of Bush's soldiers, the press will
always find out. Ironically it was the
problems like long lines that were
included in the story in the Voice that
facilitated the gag order from Chuck
Wagers and at the same time allowed
me to notice the sign by Java Hut.
Karma.
So here is a memo to Chuck
Wagers and all administrators: All
attempts to censor College employees
must be submitted in writing to the
Voice and be approved by our staff
iK'fore being implemented. Thanks.
Chris's favorite Lowry food is the
gyro. He am be reached for comment
'tl chhihwtcr.edu
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Halloween comes to life with hauntings and corn mazes
Melissa Simmelink
Features Editor
As the chill of Halloween sweeps
through Wooster, campus programs
and local festivities are well underway.
Ohio is renowned tor celebrating the
cultural tradition of Halloween, a time
when boundaries between the living
and the dead are blurred and anything
seems possible. The ancient origins and
modern traditions of Halloween capitalize on good fun through historic legend and haunted settings.
The twisted but good humored fun
creates a chance to instill fear in
believers and skeptics alike. Read on
for a chilling list of tantalizing
Halloween experiences and participate
if you dare.

:

are sure to scare people. It's always a
good time, and it's a good break from
the norm."
The Dream Program is a multicultural student organization at the
College that promotes cultural tolerance and awareness on campus.
Dare to visit the chilling haunted
house at Dream for some Halloween
fun, but be prepared to emerge with
nightmares in the weeks to come.
Admission is free, and the Haunted
House will exist in Lewis House,
which is next to the Common
Grounds on College Avenue. The
house will be open Thursday, Oct. 27
from 8 - .9:30 p.m.; Friday, Oct. 28
from 8 - 10:30; and Saturday, Oct 29
from 7:45 - 10:15 p.m.

trails will surely evoke fear as gruesome zombies and ghosts await wary
visitors at every turn.
Located in Bolivar, Ohio, the trail is
open from nightfall until
p.m.
through Oct. 29. The cost is $15 per
1

-

1

civil rights activists in 1990 for its
"brutalizing and inhumane conditions" Since then, the deteriorating,
abandoned reformatory is believed to
still imprison the restless spirits of
prisoners and workers of the past.

.nriL

and tickets are $13 per person.
The prison is located at 100
Reformatory Road. Further information about the prison's history and
Halloween events is available at the
Mansfield Reformatory Preservation
Society's Web site: www.mrps.org.

Pumpkins, Hayrides and Mazes

pre-pick- ed

Lantern Tours of Zoar
Lewis House haunted by Dream
This Halloween, the Dream
Program is transforming Lewis
House into a paranormal site open to
exploration by the Wooster community. An anticipated tradition for the
program, the haunted house program
was started in 2002 by David Esparra
'02 to connect the program house'to
the campus community in a fun, creative way.
This year will celebrate the fourth
annual Lewis Haunted House, which
promises to chill all brave enough to
visit. Student coordinator of the
Dream Program, Marco Garcia '06
alludes to the intrigue of the house:
"The haunted basement is probably
the most attractive part of the haunted house because it features a dark
maze and several different frightening
scenes. We will have many different
light, audio and visual effects'
throughout the haunted house that

,

Embark on a haunted stroll
through the streets of historic Zoar
Village for an unsettling glance into
the past. Led by candlelight, the
experience is complete with the tales
of Zoar's resident spirits and visits
to the sites of the legendary Ohio
hauntings. Hour long tours begin at
dusk every Friday and Saturday
evening this month. The cost is $15
per person for an unshakeable experience. The historic Village of Zoar
is located on State Route 212, just
three miles east of Exit 93 off
Interstate 77. More information can
www.haunted-ohio.com- .,
be obtained
at

The Trail of Terror
For intense Halloween thrills, the
Trail of Terror at the NTR Canoe
Livery presents a supernatural experience that promises to frighten and
horrify. Exploring the dark, twisting

For a break from eerie hauntings,
Ramseyer Farms offers numerous
activities perfect for celebrating
Halloween and enjoying autumn.
Pumpkin patches are scattered
across the property, and varied sizes
of pumpkins are for sale with the
option of picking your own in the
field or choosing from a fresh,
selection.
Hayrides are available Saturdays in
Oct. between 1 1 a.m. and 7 p.m. at a
cost of $2 per person. The' rides
weave through the farm and woods,
and typically last 30 minutes. Corn
mazes are another adventure on the
farm, where two mazes are featured.
The Ohio Corn Maze sends patrons
back in time to travel on reconstructed portrayals of Ohio highways,
Underground Railroads,
rivers,
treaty lines, and state borders. The
history of famous Ohioans, fun
sports facts and trivia on Ohio's
presidents is a constant theme
throughout this maze.
.The Mystery Maze is an
labyrinth that has over 2 miles of
challenging trails to explore. The
farm's mazes are open Tuesday --Friday
.1 p.m., Saturdays - 7
and
Sundays 1 - 5 p.m.
p.m.
Other festivities on campus to
watch for include campus sponsored
costume parties, Haunted Halls and
Trick or Treat programs.

Illustration by Andy Maloney.
person. For reservations" or to obtain
more information, call
330-874-20-

02.

Haunted Prison
The Ohio State Reformatory in
Mansfield presents an interactive
tour through terror, this year's titled
"Haunted Prison 2005: Zombies of
Hellblock
Ninety-fo-

13."

Believed by the most esteemed
researchers of the paranormal to be
actively haunted, the Reformatory is
legendary in Ohio and acknowledged
across the nation for its hauntings.
Since 1995, the prison has been
open for tours. This fall, tours will
operate through Oct. 31 and are
available Thursdays from
p.m.,
Fridays and Saturdays from
p.m., Sundays from
p.m., and
Halloween night from
p.m. The
box office opens at 6:30 these nights,
7-- 11

years of operation

ur

characterized the prison as a ruthless
institution of abuse, torture and
murder until it was shut down by
--

7-- 12

7-- 10

7-- 11
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Shifting seasons kickstart indoor Equestrians take reins
fitness programs at the College

fits from work done by the team.
The Reins for Life program house
was created and houses three members

Cara Lawry

Vbice Staff Writer

Gillian Helwiq
Voice Staff Writer
Each fall, as the hoards of black
squirrels that infest the campus grow
rounder from acorn feasts and
increasing propensities toward sloth,
so too does the college student tend
to become plumper and lazier in the
cooler weather.
The desire to stay shapely for bikini season is gone, displaced by forgiving fall fabrics and a cornucopia
of holiday delicacies. Although the
process may seem hard to combat,
W'ooster's campus offers an eclectic
host of ways to stay healthy during
the school year.
Since its creation four years ago,
the Yoga Club has been one option
for students who want to stay in
shape.
The club meets on Wednesday
nights at 9 p.m. in the basement of
Westminster Church House, and

by a mix of regulars and newcomers,

beginners and veterans.
"The club is open to" people of, all
levels," she said. "The poses have different modifications that can make
fjthem either easier or more difficult, allowing people of all levels to
practice together."
Lindstrom, who has practiced yoga
for six years, was first introduced to
the activity by a friend's mother.
"I first started yoga because I was
really intrigued by the. awareness
that it brought to my mind and body.
. . We started
a class at my high
school, and I have been practicing
. ever since," she said.
The group usually practices with
Michael Curtis, the club's advisor
and teacher, or with a video. In addition, Lindstrom said that there are
benefits to doing yoga rather than
other fitness activities.
Lindstrom explained "yoga is a
full-boworkout. There is also a
meditative and relaxation aspect to
yoga, which makes it a strengthening

and yet calming experience."
Lindstrom also mentioned several
benefits of yoga that Curtis often
talks about, including being noncompetitive, spiritually focused, and
individually paced.

Another'

faster-pace-

fitness

d

IM Kickboxing, which
started this past Monday. This is
held on different Mondays and
Wednesdays from around
7
p.m.
in the
gym on the
main floor of the PEC, and it is open
to all students.
ty
"It's a
cardio work
out," said kickboxing contact Joanna
Tysko '07, who described it as similar to Tae Bo.
Tysko explained, "we do arms,
legs, backs, stomachs, and at the end
we do an intense ab workout, like the
ending of plyos."
According to Tysko, an instructor
from the YMCA conies in for each
session. Although it was started to
according to president Tina
encourage more girls to participate
'
Lindstrom '06, it is usually attended
in intramurals, she recommends it to
anyone who wants to stay in shape.
". . .Anyone of any physical level
You can make
can participate.
kickboxing as hard or easy as you
want by putting in or not putting in
effort. People who are out of shape
can easily do this and people. . .who
are super athletes can also benefit
from it," she said.
In addition to the aforementioned
unconventional activities, the Fitness
Center located in the Armington
Physical Education Center is open
for student use. It is complete with
cardiovascular
machines such as
ellipticals and treadmills in addition
to weight training equipment and
free weights.
The facility is available for use
every day. Hours are as follows:
Monday through Friday from 7 a.m.
to 10 p.m., Saturday from 9 a.m. to 9
p.m. and Sunday from noon to 10
fitp.m. There are also
ness alternatives.
On the free
On Wednesday, Oct. 19 from 0
p.m., members of the Student Savings Club card distribWooster Volunteer Network and the women of Alpha Gamma uted by the SGA earlier this year,
Phi took advantage of the fall season and teamed up to host Curves fitness club offers students
a fun-fillnight of pumpkin painting. Open to the entire cam 60 off of the regular service fee.
Also, facilities at the local YMCA
pus community, those, in attendance were encouraged to offer a
variety of ways to stay in
make and decorate their own caramel apples and enjoy them shape, including specialized fitness
while painting pumpkins to be given to the local elderly. classes.
With all of the available opportuCreative designs included not only the familiar
nities
to choose from, Wooster stubut fall staples such as bats, ghosts and black cats. After the
dents have enough workout options
event, WVN and the Alpha Gamms were able to donate over that staying in shape
throughout the
80 pumpkins to two nursing homes in the area (Photo by winter months should be very easy as
.
Karin Johnson).
well as affordable.
option

is

,
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For most sports teams, winning
championships and taking home tro
phies would suflite, but the College of
Wooster's Equestrian Team works
esixtially hard to keep their program
thriving. It's not simply athletics for
these students, but an all encompassing
commitment to service and lifestyle.
Funding esecially hasn't been easily
accessible to this
ld
team; for
the equestrians, it is something which
must be earned.
The students of Wooster's equestrian team have started a program this
year which enables both the team members and the youth from the Christian
Children's Home of Ohio to experience
two-year-o-

of the Equestrian team. In addition to
these three women, there are fourteen
other students involved in the program.
Each volunteers about two hours a
week.

Heather Couch '08 said, "I absolutely
love participating in this program. It's
really great that we get to help out the
Christian Children's Home and give
back to the Wooster community. It's
nice to go back to the barn every week
and see how much it has improved since
the last time I was there."
They are also familiarizing themselves with the horses' care and management. Lindstrom said, "It's nice to
get off campus and be outside. . : I am

dy

1

and Alpha Gamma Phi paint
pumpkins to benefit local elderly

WVN

off-camp-

8-1-

ed

jack-o-lanter-

n,

us

Amanda Cleavenger of the Christian Children's Home rides
upon Sonnie (Photo courtesy of Tina Lindstrom).
the theraKutic activity of

horse-bac-

k

riding.
.

Tina Lindstrom '06 came to the
College of Wooster as a freshman, as an
exjK'rienced rider and as someone desperate to create opportunities for those
interested in horse-bac- k
riding at the
College. She began working at a barn
feeding the horses and cleaning stalls in exchange for riding lessons.
She thereaf ter decided to study abroad,
and when she returned, Julie Horst '07
had started an equestrian team at the

close-b- y

College.

Horst welcomed participation in the
program, and developed a strong team
with thirty students coached by Karla
Amass. The students were very interested in ticing as involved in possible,
but realized finding the funds for lessons would lie very difficult.

compromise was established
between the equestrians and the
Christian Children's Home in which
the students agreed to work with the
Home's Reins for Life program in
exchange for use of facilities.
The young people at the home bene- A

very happy and fortunate to be part of
the team here with people that are
amazingly supportive and make it a fun
and yet competitive atmosphere."
In addition to the service work and
the impact the team is making on the
community with the children who take
part in the Reins for Life program, the
team is also progressing in skill and'
participation. Couch said, "It's really
cool to see how much our team has
grown since last year. We only had one
person competing in each division last
year, and we did awesome, so I'm excited to see how we do with several people
showing in each division."
The team has weekend shows, and
usually competes during four different
weekends in reference to the
Intercollegiate
Horse
Showing
Association.
According to Lindstrom, "Reins for
Life has a lot of potential and it has
been going very well for its first year."
She added, "I hoe that next year some-

one will continue to pursue our interest
and continue with the leadership
involved."
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Dating revolution on campus begins in the
Each Wednesday evening, interesting occurrences take place
at the Voice office. Something happens there each week around
midnight as the editors slowly enter a descending funk brought
on by one too many energy drinks. It's a point of no return, a
type of nirvana if you will. Perhaps this said "nirvana' is the reag
son why, after
last week's feature "Evolution in
dating introduces inevitable Hall of Shame," Cory Smith asked
Liz Weiss out on a date. Whether or not it was merely the
Rockstar talking, Cory took the plunge and he and Liz went out
two days later. The following is the real life account of Cory and
Liz in which they reflect upon their night out.

Elizabeth Weiss
Arts Editor
Cory Smith is a gentleman and a scholar, so when he called
me on a date I was pleased as
punch.
Of course, the whole thing had been worked out the night
before in the Voice office. For this was more than just a date.
It was an effort to reverse the alarming trend Justine
McCullough wrote about in this section last week
("Evolution of dating introduces inevitable Hall of Shame"):
Wooster students are hooking up and hanging out, but dating has gone the way of Aquanet and stirrup pants.
And I'll admit it
I was part of the problem. Before last
Friday, I hadn't been on a proper date with a boy who wasn't
my boyfriend since Bill Clinton was fresh out of the White
House and "Who Let the Dogs Out" was climbing the charts.
That was stupid of me. Cory and I had a lovely time.
Dating, it turns out, is super fun. Who knew?
People say our generation is bad at romance, but I think the
problem is we're bad at keeping it casual. We've forgotten
how to play the field.
I wasn't always so blind to the wonders of dating. I spent
my preteen years in the literary world of Betty Cavanna and
Beverly Cleary, whose books about high school girls always
included lots of dates with lots of boys. I also loved crappy
book order paperbacks published in the late eighties and early
nineties, with dubious titles like "I Thought You Were My
Best Friend" and "The Truth about Making Out." While
lacking any literary merit, these books shaped my early conception of romantic relationships. A steady boyfriend might
have been the ultimate goal, but the heroines of these books
dated several guys before they made a commitment. That was

last Thursday evening to ask

sensible.

copy-editin-

jz anrJ Cory

,

uber-serio-

post-adolesc-

at the movies (PhotO by Robin Evans).

.

Aside from a handful of people in
relationships, it seems like everyone I know is resorting to shallow
hookups, resisting real connections like
emotional cooties. But there's a middle ground, and it's fantastic.
Eating food is fun. Watching movies is fun. Having converus

Voice
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office

Cory Smith
Managing Editor
Everything in the world of college dating (or the more
common lack thereof) seems backwards. People spend their
college days drinking too much, "hooking up" with someone they may or may not even like, having awkward
moments with these people after doing so, "hanging out"
together (and probably drinking too much again), and then
spending the night in one another's rooms night after
night. Before anyone knows it, it's a marriage, spare the
wedding and the license.
Somewhere in the mix, going on a date became outdated
and unfashionable. Though this date was staged by the
Voice, I'll admit that it was a little bit unnerving to make the
phone call to ask Liz out.
Though I knew she was going to say yes, I wasn't really
sure what she liked to eat, what movie she wanted to see, or
even if we'd be able to find something to talk about for the
four hours we'd be spending together. .However, that's why
people go out on dates in the first place: to find all of those
things out.
The date went well. I ironed my slacks, brought flowers
to her door, and we were off. We had dinner, nice conversa-tiq- n,
and saw the movie "In Her Shoes" (which is great, by
the way. I cried). At the end of the date, I walked her back
to her room from the parking lot, and that was it.
The point of this column is not to tell you about our date,
though. The real point is to start a dating revolution on the
College of Wooster campus.
Everyone should go on dates! It makes no sense at all
not to, really. I mean, if you think you might like to spend
time with someone, you should spend time with them, and
take the time to get to know them before you start bearing
your feelings in a physical manner. A date is the perfect
opportunity to do this. The objective is clear to go out, to
get to know someone and to have a nice time.
Going on a date was so gratifying. Forget about all the
excuses you may come up with for not going on a date. If
you go out and can't find anything to talk about, it probably
wasn't meant to be, in the first place. You can always go out
with someone else, and you haven't invested anything you'll
r,egret in the other person.
Will Liz and I go out again? Maybe, but that wasn't the
point of the date. The point was to go out and get to know
someone, and to have a nice time. Forget about hooking up,
it's just not the way things were meant to be.
As old fashioned as it may sound, you just might thank
me someday for encouraging you to get to know the person
you want to be affectionate with before actually taking the
steps to being affectionate towards them.
I challenge you to ask someone out on a date. Not to
hang out, not to go to a party somewhere together, but to
go on an actual date. It just may change.your entire per'
spective on romance.
.
.
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sations is fun. Doing these things on a Friday night with a
member of the sex to which you are attracted? Really fun.
But if Cory Smith and I are the only people on this campus
aware of the delightfulness of dating, then we're in trouble.
'
Because if there's going to be a dating renaissance at
Wooster, some more of you are going to have to get involved.
I'll admit it
the thought of spending the next decade or
so navigating the savage seas of singledom makes me a bit
nervous. I'd love to be hopelessly in love with my soul mate,
and I'd love for him to love me back, and I'd love for that to
' happen before I'm old.
But until that does occur, dating offers a pleasant alternative to the degradations of hooking up, the ambiguities
of hanging out and the bitter frustration of serial
..monogamy. I intend to do some more of it. And I think
vou (Yes vou. should do the same.
.
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Gentlemen always bring flowers (Photo by Mac Buehler).

Fall break offers a breath offresh air

Wooster Homecoming Carnival a
Take full advantage of four days of freedom big hit with students and alumni
Fall break. It seems as though students have been ready for it since
before the Bush administration
began. Only two months into school
and we're already so sick of writing
papers and analyzing lab results that
being stranded in the pouring rain
without an umbrella in front of
Campus Citgo sounds like a fabulous
alternative to writing even one more
paper.
Hence, students
and
professors
alike welcome this
break with open
arms. However, as
to
opposed
Wooster's unique justinemccullough
two-webreak in
the spring, fall break merely consists
of a measly four days.
Most disconcerting is that these
four days include Saturday and
Sunday, the two days that we're
already exempt from class. The bottom line is that we have only four
days in which to cram the best fall
break ever. Read on to find out how.
Hurry. Keep in mind, time is limited.
Whether you're going home or
staying on campus, sleep. A lot. This
is called fall BREAK for a reason. If
you still feel compelled to pull an
for various reasons other
than schoolwork, be sure to sleep at
least 12 hours or so the next day. You
deserve it.
After waking from this
go outside and enjoy the
beautiful fall weather. Unfortunately,
Wooster weather is forecasted to be
gloomy this weekend, but meteorologists are generally wrong. Hopefully
this will be the case, or you'll be
somewhere other than Wooster
where the sun is bright and the air
ek

all-nigh-

mini-hibernati-

ter

on,

crisp.
Now get out the camera. If you're
anything like my group of friends,
you love posing for pictures, and you

take them often. Taking glamour
shots is so much fun before going
out; it's also entertaining to pose in
the beautiful fall scenery.
First, since you're going to the

backyard rather than Market Street
Grill, you'll obviously have to ditch,
the sequined shirt and beads from
Dino's. Next, don a thick sweater and
jeans. Rake a huge pile of leaves, leap
into them (just be careful with your
digi-caand have a friend take a
picture or two.
You can even do this with your
family if you're at home; not only
will Mom be impressed that you
want to spend time with the fam, but
she can also use the best shot to send
in holiday greeting cards.
While we're on the subject of family, if you're spending time with
them this weekend, enjoy it. Don't
roll your eyes when Mom asks for
help with the dishes or Dad wants
you to watch that stupid football
game with him. Keep in mind that
you won't be seeing them again until
Thanksgiving.
If you really enjoy the fall glamour
shot session, climb into a tree and
take pictures from between the
branches. Then use the digital zoom
' on the camera to take fabulous
shots of colorful leaves.
After the crisp fall air gets too
chilly, take the party inside. If any of
your childhood friends are simultaneously at home this weekend (and if
you still talk to them), use the break
from academia to digress back to the
days of popsicles and "David the
Gnome" or even the awkward adolescent years of braces and really bad
bangs.
Have a sleepover. Listen to
Hanson. Play Super Mario Brothers.
Whatever you did when you were 12
(or 7), do it this weekend with your
childhood best friend if you can. I
guarantee it'll be a good time.
If nasty weather ruins any chances
of nature pictures, or if you're feelnavigate your Web
ing
browser to www.wxpn.org.
Browse the compilation of the 885
All Time Greatest Albums, pick '20
or so albums you're not familiar with,
and create a mixed cd of selected
songs.
After you listen to your CD and
m)

up-clo- se

anti-soci-

al,

r

revel in the new music you've introduced yourself to;gonhead and rant,
rave or cheer about the results of the
list. (Personal note: Obviously the
Beatles were going to take five spots
in the top ten, but Fleetwood Mac's
"Rumours" only made jt to number
36? But nevertheless, there's just
Ani
seeing
something about
DiFranco work ranked with the likes
of Pink Floyd, not tq. mention
Radiohead's "OK Computer" right
next to Miles Davis's "Kind of Blue."
Little gems such as these make the
occasional party fouls of the list
much easier to bear).

?

MT

1

idea and stormed out the
door after you beat him in
Nintendo. You start thinking how nice
it would be to do some schoolwork
ol

(well, it's a possibility).
In any case, if you feel compelled,
articles
print out all of the
es

that you passed up on reading, and
skim each syllabus for assignments
that you neglected earlier in the
semester. Then read them. And learn
what you were supposed to be learning all semester. Not only will this
help you to avoid feeling like a complete waste of life, but your
know ledge will certainly be
useful when finals roll around.
After you've played the bookworm
(and that's a big it) go ahead and
spend money you don't have. You'll
really enjoy that bag from Coach's
fall line once you get back to school,
even if your checkbook doesn't necessarily agree with your purchase.
Also, splurge and treat yourself to
some good food, as Lowry lurks ominously on Wednesday's horizon.
No matter how quickly fall break
flies by or how disappointing the
next four days are, just remember
that you could be walking from
Campus Citgo to Holden. In the rain.
Then again, even that's infinitely
better than writing just one more
newly-acquir-

critical analysis.
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By this time, you've listened to your
CD, the fall conditions have lost their
charm and your best friend went overboard with the whole "diversion to

old-scho-
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Emmanuel Sterling '07 fights to tame the mechanical bull a
Saturday afternoon's Homecoming Carnival. The carnival
which took place between 11 a.m. and 3 p.m. on the Lowry
patio was a popular feature of the weekend. Sponsored by
Wooster Activities Crew, the event was enjoyed by alumn
and their families as well as current students and the entire
campus community. Other attractions at the carnival includ
ed an inflated rubber "jumbo slide," fun caricature portraits, a
cotton candy stand operated by the Wooster Volunteer
Network with proceeds benefiting Red Cross Hurricane
Relief Efforts and a tall rock wall rising from the center of the
patio. The weekend was truly enjoyable, and the carniva
offered a fun atmosphere to socialize and enjoy the good
autumn weather and fun activities offered on campus in eel
ebration of the traditional Wooster Homecoming. (Photo by
Caroline Hotra).

THE UNITARIAN UNIVERSALIS FELLOWSHIP
OF WAYNE COUNTY..
"Affirming

and celebrating diversity

'Providing resources lor personal and spiritual growth
'Promoting interfaith dialogue and questioning
'Services are Sundays 10:30 am at the corner ot Columbus
and Saybolt In Wooster. In November we move to 31 86
Burbank Rd.
V
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Elizabeth Weiss

Musical addresses race issues in tale of love
Ti Moune and Daniel end,, up falling in
love, but their romance is hindered by
the cultural barriers that divide
them. Ti Moune is forced to go on a
journey to discover the truth about
the power of love and its ability to

Molly Lehman
Staff Writer
In early November, the theater
department will present "Once on this
Island," a Caribbean-flavore- d
take on

Ansley Valentine, assistant professor of theater at the College, is directing the production. Valentine is striv- -:
ing to maintain the authenticity of the
musical and the essence of its conflicts.

l-in-love

boy-and-girl-from-different-worlds-fal-

the classic "The Little Mermaid"
story. In this production, the

il

story will include a few twists.
Among them: racial, issues, cultural
barriers, and great calypso-styl- e
music.
"Once on this Island," written by
Lynn Ahrens and Steven Flaherty, is
based on Rosa Guy's novel "My Love,
My Love" and is set on a fictional
island in the French Antilles. Here,

major class and racial differences
cause a division between the wealthy,
light skinned,
class;
called the Beauxhommes, and the
black peasants that are native to the
island. The play follows the story of
Ti Moune (Denise Mosley '06), a
young black peasant girl who is chosen by the gods for a special purpose -she is destined to test the strength of
death against the power of love.
The gods in control o her destiny,
worshipped by all of the island's peasants, are Agwe, God of Water (Danny
Kavka '07); Asaka, Goddess of the
Earth (Rachel Fichter "07); Erzulie,
Goddess of Love (Katy Patterson '09);
and Papa Ge, God of Death (Philip
McLeod '09 and Kieran Welsh-Phili'07). They arrange for Ti Moune to
save the life of a Beauxhomme boy
named Daniel (Scott Danielson '09).
French-descend-

"

ed
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-
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Scott Danielson '09, Denise Mosley '06 and Philip McLeod
'09 rehearse "Once on this Island" in Freedlander Theatre
(Photo by Karin Johnson).
conquer all evil.
The storyline is peppered with
Caribbean music that faithfully echoes
the play's tropical setting. Upbeat
calypso numbers like "Mama Will
Provide" and "Some Say" are offset by
ballads such as "The Human Heart"
and "Forever Yours," songs that
reflect the seriousness of the play's
racial and cultural themes.

"The original production concentrated on the racial conflict between
poor blacks and
wealthy mulattoes," he said.
"For the Wooster production, we
thought it important to maintain this
conflict of race and class. Instead, we
have cast white students as the
wealthy grand hommes and black students as the poor peasants. I believe
dark-skinn- ed

light-skinn-

ed

--

this makes the conflict and notion of
forbidden love much stronger for our
audience
Scott Danielson '09, plays Daniel,
also likes the way the cast is approaching the musical's complex issues.
"I think that we are doing very well,
especially with a show that is as physically and emotionally demanding as
this one is," he said. "The choreography, to me, is one of the most impressive things in it and I think everyone is
doing a great job with it. This is my
first show here, but I can say it's probably the most pleasingly difficult show
I've done."
The musical is presented as part of
the Wooster
Forum Series on
Integrity, the racial issues raised by
the play opening a broader discussion
about ethical decisions. Valentine
believes that it is time for the College
to address these particular issues.
"The production marks an important
moment for the College," said
Valentine. "It has been almost six
years since the theatre department
presented a play that represented
characters from the African Diaspora."
The musical will be performed Nov.
3

through

5

at

8:15

in

p.m.

Freedlander Theatre. Tickets are
required and can be reserved by calling (330) 263-22or visiting the Box
Office located in Freedlander Theatre.
General admission is $9 and admission
for senior citizens, children, faculty,
staff and
of Wooster students is $6. All College. of Wooster
students are admitted free.
41

non-Colle- ge

Fearfests on film: fabu! Scot Band to perform
In time for Halloween, the Voice
recommends its favorite scary movies.

staff hating biddies (and come to think of
it, some of them were, not so secretly.) .

Nursing home
drama unfolds
Vanessa Lange
Arts Editor
"If you didn't like people, getting
said octo- old would be a
genarian Robert Nelson, a resident of
St. John's community for the aging,
and one of the key characters in Brad
Lichtenstein's documentary "Almost
B-I-T--

C-H,"

,

'

Home."

On Monday, Oct. 17 and Tuesday,
Oct. 18, Lichtenstein was on campus
to show his documentary and to talk
with students about the process of
documentary filmmaking. "Almost
Home" will make its premiere on PBS,
Jan. 31 at 10 p.m.
St. John's, the setting of the film,
provides residents with housing fitted
independent living,
to their needs
assisted living, or nursing home.
With the arrival of a new administra- tor, John George, the nursing hpme
switches over from traditional care
methods, to a new "people first"
method that emphasizes not just phys- ical health but healthy bodies, minds
and spirits. To document these
changes, Lichtenstein and his crew
followed the stories of residents, fam- ily members, administrators and
workers.
Where the film really shines is in
.
l
.1
.11'
me
tne residents.
stories oio.i
teuing
Nelson, a resident in independent liv- ing, lost his wife 12 years ago and is
still learning how to live without her.
"Yesterday I, declared a certain
amount of independence from her," he
said. "I didn't make my bed until two
in the afternoon."
While Nelson still has all his facul- ties and a sense of humor about aging
(he even takes some of the other resi- dents out on dates) others are not so
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lucky.

Michelle Erickson, Sports Editor

Leslie Smith, Chief Copy Editor,
and Cory Smith, Managing Editor

I have always

'

Redrum. The very word could stop
a person in their tracks. The classic

II

psychological thriller, "The Shining,"
tops our list of the greatest fright
flicks. If you haven't seen it, see it, and
' if you have,
see it again. Jack
Nicholson is by far the creepiest man
to walk the Earth. If you want to get
in the scary Halloween spirit, turn off
all your lights and feast your eyes on
the horrifying masterpiece, "The
Shining."

whole movie.

1
Members of the Scot Marching Band rehearse. The band will
be presenting a concert next Sunday in McGaw Chapel. The
annual concert gives those who missed the band on the field
a chance to hear its program (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).

Cassi Sattazahn, Cartoonist

Elizabeth Weiss, Arts Editor
Two movies I saw early in childhood still haunt my dreams. They are
'The Neverending Story" and "The
Witches." I have no idea why "The
Neverending Story," a movie that
brought countless children endless
delight, left me a sobbing, traumatized
mess. But even now, just thinking
about it, I'm breaking out into a cold
sweat. Eeee, okay, moving on. The
Witches" is simply terrifying. It left
me convinced that all of my teachers
child- were secretly bald, square-toe- d,

tm:

The remake of "House of Wax"
(2005) is my current favorite. It contains all of the classic horror film elements to scare your pants off.
Throughout the movie I found myself
yelling at the screen, "No! Don't go
there! Don't do it!" Of course, "House
of Wax" has the clever twist I wish I
could have expected. The movie is a
good scare and a perfect candidate for
when you're thirsty for a good scream.
The remake features the famed Paris
Hilton. If you're a fan of her, or
absolutely can't stand her, I promise

Leah Koontz
Chief Staff Writer

you will enjoy.

Capping off a season of ups and
downs, including bursting enrollment
and a subsequent uniform shortage,
the Scot Marching Band will present
its annual concert next Sunday in
McGaw Chapel.
According to Nancy Ditmer, professor of music and marching band conductor, the concert will include
"Moorside March" by Hoist, "Georgia
on My Mind" by Carmichael and
"Themes from the New World
Symphony" by Dvorak. Additionally,
the concert will include a New
Orleans
song called
"Just a Closer Walk with Thee," the
Southern folk tune "Cotton Fields,"
the original percussion and ragtime
feature "Sasparilla Rag" and the
famous
Mean a Thing if it
Ain't Got that Swing" by Duke
Ellington. There will also be a selection of bagpipe music. .' ..
According to Ditmer, the annual
marching band concert serves a dual
purpose.
"I started the concerts a few years
ago as an opportunity to get a profes- sional audio recording of the march- ing band," she said. In addition, the
concert is designed so "that those peo- -.
pie who couldn't make it to the foot- ball games due to inclement weather,
handicapped-accessibilit- y,
or" schedul- ing conflicts could still see the march- ing band perform the whole season's
jazz-inspir- ed

MacHomer
Now through
7:30 p.m.

1023

Rick Miller's one-mshow combining the words of Shakespeare's
MacBeth with voices of characters
from the Simpsons makes a stop at
Cleveland's Hanna Theater this
weekend. Miller's melange of popular culture and high art has been a
crowd-pleas- er
for the past
ten years. Tickets range from $15 to
35. For more information call (216)
an

fool-pro-

of

2H-600-

0.

and splits her time between
New York arid Prague. Pekarkova is
the author of numerous books,
including "Truck Stop Rainbows" and

Czech

"Thirty-Tw-

Khwan."

o

"It-Don-

v.

DREAM Haunted House

1027 to 1029
Times vary
The DREAM program sponsors its
fourth annual haunted house, promising thrills and chills for all who
attend. The scares take place in Lewis
house. Admission is free.

!

i
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Chamber Music Series

Film Showing
1028 and 1029
7:30 p.m.

1023
3 p.m.

j

j

The Chamber Music Series continues this Sunday with the Emerson
String Quartet. They will be playing
works by Mozart, Bartok and
Beethoven. Admission to the concert,
held in Gault Recital Hall, is $3.

WAC sponsors a double feature
showing of the horror flick "House of
1,000 Corpses" and its sequel, "Devil's
Rejects." Not much more needs to be
said about a film whose tagline is 'The
most shocking tale of carnage ever
seen."

j

,

I
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Poetry and Fiction Reading

I

1087

Eric Hutchinson

7:15 p.m.

1029
7 p.m.

writer Iva Pekarkova will
give a reading of her work Thursday
evening in the Luce formal lounge.
IVkarkova writes in both English and

I

!

i

Czech

Acoustic artist Eric Hutchinson
performs at the Underground during
1

Iappy

I

lour.
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I
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music."

The concert is also a capstone per- formance for the marching band, occa- sioning a look back at the highs and
lows of the season.
"Band camp is wonderful because
we get to meet all the new people and
old friends get reacquainted," said
Ditmer. "Homecoming was great this
year because we had beautiful weather,
and even on Family Weekend when it
rained the great work ethic and atti- tude of the students was wonderful
to see."

Despite hard work, good weather
and the enthusiastic support of fans,
this year's marching band season was
marred by a uniform shortage, which
forced students out of their traditional doublets and into
Still,
band members kept their focus on performing well, marching well and supporting the football team, keeping the
loss of full traditional uniforms in
perspective.
"I'm very pleased with the maturity
of especially the first-yea- rs
and seniors, who surely wanted to wear the
uniform for the first or last time this
season," said Ditmer.
For graduating seniors, the annual
concert can stir both a sense of nostalgia and a look ahead to the future.
"Having done marching band since
high school, it will definitely be a bittersweet close to the season. However,
I look forward to the chance to pursue
other musical interests and opportunities in the future," said trumpeter
Michael Broda '06.
For Drum Major Dan Utley '06, the
close of this year's season is a
moment to reflect on the improvements he has seen in the band since
his first year at Wooster.
The marching band has played
with better musical ability this season then I have seen in the past four
years ... I encourage any underclassmen to consider joining such a unique
group next year," Utley said.
The Scot Marching Band concert
will take place next Sunday, Oct. 30 at
2:30 p.m. in McGaw Chapel.
Admission is free.
T-shir-

ts.

Spring Break 2006
Travel with STS,
America's 1 Student Tour
Operator to Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas and
Florida. Now hiring
reps. Call for group discounts.
on-camp-

us

InformationReservations
or

1-800-6-
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hated scary movies. I
avoid
movies
to
try
that are going to
cause me to be scared of the dark and
most scary movies have that effect on
me. Last year my roommate and I
watched thie'" "Texas Chainsaw
Massacre." We ended up in the same
bed until both of us were brave
enough to separate and get in our own
beds. But we still slept with the lights
on. The only way I even consider
w atching scary movies is with Helena
Iaquinta '06 because she does nothing,
but laugh hysterically throughout the

Two couples' stories become the
of the narrative, each with one
spouse living in the nursing home and
the other in independent living. Edie
and Lloyd Herrold used to enjoy their
status as members of Milwaukee's
social elite, but Lloyd's Parkinson's
has begun to put an immense strain on
the relationship. Some days he seems
completely normal and coherent, but
others he is lost, confused and incomprehensible. Edie comes to spend less
and less time with him, unable to put
herself through the pain of seeing her
husband fall apart before her eyes.
For the second couple, Bob and
Delores Haig, this is a second marriage. They used to love traveling the
world together. But since the onset of
Delores' Alzheimer's, Bob has begun
to take an overly-actirole in
Delores' life. Much to the chagrin of
the staff, Bob insists that his wife be
woken up early in the morning and
that she be bathed every day. Bob even
VHIU.J
lilt 111IIC 1U lllCLIt.lllllll.M V 111
Delores and do her make up before
taking her out. There are many
things I do that I wish I didn't have
to," he says.
The film also follows the story
Arienne Balser, a stroke survivor, and
her daughter Amy Blumenthal, and of
Enchantra Cosey, a certified nursing
assistant (CNA) who is struggling to
make ends meet at home and is taking
night courses to earn her GED.
Lichtenstein and his crew filmed at
St. John's for 14 months, filming 286
hours of footage. The film was finally edited down to a mere 83 minutes.
Lichtenstein is very conscious of
the Heisenberg principle that by the
very act of observing you influence
your subject's behavior. Because of
. .
.1. :
uus, ine ineai not to
intervene in the
residents' lives any more than necessary. He rarely asked any questions,
but rather let the residents talk
about what they wanted to talk
about. By asking what he called
"silent" questions, residents often
opened up in a way that was much
more natural and real.
Lichtenstein described the process
of filming the residents as "trying to
form a relationship that is completely
different from any other." From the
first moment he met the residents, the
camera was there, even if it wasn't
rolling.
"You have to create your own reality," he said, "and people start to
become accustomed to the camera and
you being there."
In just the first few weeks of filming it became apparent to Lichtenstein
which residents were interested in
what he was doing and would become
the focus of the film. "People don't
participate," he said, "unless they have
a story to tell."
focus
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CHRIS SWEENEY
MICHELLE ERICKSON

Lords to Little Giants: Football drops
k
games for the first time since 2003

21
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back-to-bac-

Chris Sweeney
Sports Editor
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plays for a touchdown that put them
up 31-Wooster would drive down to
Wabash territory once more but
turned the ball over with a fumble.
Seven plays later Wabash found
themselves in the end zone once
more to score their 38th unanswered
point four seconds into the fourth
quarter. Each team would tag on one
more touchdown in the final quarter
but Wabash missed the extra point
making the final scoreline 44-1- 0.
"We just had a bad game," said
Sheppard. "We couldn't produce in
the red zone."
The Scots have lost two straight
and dropped to -2 in the conference.
Right now the Scots must look to
rebound on the road against Oberlin
this coming week.
"We approach each game the
same," said offensive lineman Kevin
Spragg '07. "Each team is a threat to
us and we need to do what we need to
do to beat them."
o
Wooster will need a lot of help to
win the NCAC, and an
bid to
the Division III tournament is
almost entirely out of the question.
0)
and Wabash must
Kenyon (3-- 3,
lose two more games because of the
tiebreakers they hold
over Wooster. In addition, Wooster
must win out which means also beating Wittenberg who is 3 overall,
but a flawless 0 in the NCAC.
The best scenario for Wooster
right now is if Wittenberg wins this
week against Wabash, then Wooster
could force a three-wa- y
tie if they
win out and Kenyon loses two' more
games.

most exciting games ever. I usually
stay pretty composed about games that
don't include "my" teams from the New
England area, but
I was jumping
'around and getting riled up just
like everyone else
this weekend. It
was like w hoa!
nickcross
(For those of you
who are unfamiliar with raphip-hothe phrase "like whoa'' was termed by a
rapper Black Rob several years ago.
p,

.The song was very catchy and, soon
after its release, it began to dominate
the airwaves. Quickly, it zoomed to the

1-

"
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non-existe- nt,

53-yar-

heroics
In the past week, the sports world,
both professional and college alike, has
provided its fans with some of the

3.

The College of Wooster
Fighting Scots saw their North Coast
Athletic Conference (NCAC) title
hopes pretty much come to an end on
Saturday as Wabash (6-- 0,
record-settin- g
unloaded a 44-- 10
victory at John P. Papp Stadium. Wabash
set a Wooster record for most passing
.yards ever given up by a Wooster
defense in addition to their own
school records for most total offensive
yards with 654 and passing yards
with 499. The loss is huge, as now
with two conference losses the Scots
shot at the Division III playoffs is
looking grim.
Justin Schafer '07 threw for 272
yards and the Scots' only touchdown.
Schafer was also sacked three times
and threw one interception. Greg
Peltz '07 was the top receiver with 72
yards and a touchdown. The rushing .
attack was
with Dustin
Sheppard '09 leading the way,
although his contribution amounted
to only 31 net yards. Sheppard was
disappointed with the running game.
"Obviously We didn't have much of
a run game against one of the better
run defensive teams in the country,"
said Sheppard. "We are focusing on
opening up the run to balance out the
pass for future games."
The Scots got off to a good first
quarter start, stopping Wabash on a
key
then setting up
the first scoring drive of the game
over eight plays
, amounting
capped by an Andy Milligan '08
rd
field goal.
fourth-and-thr-
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Justin Schafer '07 looks to pass to receiver David MiDr '07.
Schafer threw for 272 yards (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
That would be the only lead in the
game for the Scots as less than two
minutes later, on the very next drive
Wabash would connect for a
lead and
pass to take a four-poinever look back as they then earned
two more scores for a 17-- 3 halftime
lead. The only saving grace was
Wabash failing to run a last second
play to increase their lead at he end
of the half, spiking the ball with no
time left:
Wabash would make up for their
62-ya- rd

nt

mistake as the second half started'
with the Little Giants recovering an
onside kick, then driving
to '
add another seven points to their
lead. The Scots put together a drive
that led all the vvay..to the Wabash
five-yaline but were once again
stopped short going for it on a
52-yar-

ds

rd

The

fourth-and-tw- o.

not-so-Lit-

tle

Giants then took any glimmer of
hope away from the Scots when they
methodically drove the ball down
the field 95 yards spanning over 13

at-lar-

top of the charts and the rest . . . well,
let's just say the rest is history.)
Starting off my top picks of excitement was the Alabama Crimson Tide
v. Ole Miss,Runnin' Rebels game.
After Alabama lost that great receiver
(too lazy to look up his name, but he's
real good) to a disgusting ankle
injury, where his foot was just dangling around, the Rebels were able to
stay in the game. It was pretty close
all the way through, and Old Miss
tied it up at 10 in the 4th quarter.
The Crimson Tide then took the ball
and impressively drove it all the way
down deep into Ole Miss territory.
Then . . . SHAZAAM . . . they kicked
a field goal with no time left on the
clock and remained undefeated!
Now, I thought that was exciting,
but I had no idea what other thrills I
was in for later in the evening. That's
right, folks. I'm talking about the Penn

ge

3--

head-to-he-

ad

3--

3--

-

With, the NCAC tournament
" looming; 'senior standout
Wan1:
Rice '06 will be looking to lead
Wooster to a conference championship for tfie first time in her
career. Nthough the team has
won

20 games tfis season, they

have their work cut out for them

as they go up against Hiram,
Witt and Denison, the three
teams to have beaten them in
conference play ths season.
The College of Wooster secured an
important conference win and then
reached the 20 win mark for the second
consecutive season this week. The
Scots traveled to Earlham on Saturday
afternoon to play a key NCAC matchup as the team needed to defeat tlie
host team to keep their tournament
hopes alive and quickly swept past the
Quakers. Wooster then hosted Case
Western Reserve on Tuesday night
and easily dispatched the Spartans in
honor of the seniors, as it was the final
home game for Laura Ciriegio '06,
Mary Kate Fowkes '06 and Tiffany
Rice '06.

Wooster handed Earlham a 30-2-3,
defeat to improve to
and 30-1- 8
4
19-- 6
and 4--3 in the NCAC as they took
6ne step closer to securing a bid to the
NCAC tournament. Leading the team
30-1-

offensively was Rice with a match-hig- h
17 kills followed by Carolyn Ciriegio
kills, two aces, two
'08 who added
1

1

.

i

v.

3.

.- -

'

t

freshman year and it was nice to end
our careers at home on such a positive

Wittenberg and Denison who are
responsible for the team's three confer-

Michigan scored a TD with 0 seconds
left on the clock, with Mario

note."

ence losses.
After enjoying fall break the team
will push hard towards the end of the

Manningham (who?) pulling in a pass
from Henne. The fans in the Big
House rushed the field while the Penn
State players just stood there, struck
with awe. Just a couple minutes after
that, the USC-No- tre
Dame game came
finish. I
to its own exhilarating-as-he- ll
know the Irish are good this year, but I
figured that the Trojans would handle
business and silence the critics hellll-11- 1
no! I was way off. The Irish took a
31-lead with 2 minutes left. It
looked like a haunting from the ghosts
of Notre Dame yet again, but then a
61 yard pass from Leinart to Jarrett set
up the best finish of the night. Leinart
tried to run it in, fumbled out of
bounds, and the clock ran out. After
talking, the Trojans get the ball back
and Leinart runs it in, instead of spiking the ball to take the field goal, and
the Trojans take the lead with 3 seconds left. Daaaaaaaamn, Gina! I
couldn't have written a better ending,

Wooster now heads into their final
NCAC regular season game when they
visit Oberlin on Saturday. The game is
a

must win for the Scots if they want

to guarantee fourth place in the conference and an automatic bid to the
NCAC tournament. "We have to beat

Oberlin this Saturday to assure ourselves a sK)t in the NCAC tourna- ment," said Fowkes. The Scots are currently in fourth behind Hiram,

Nick Holt
Voice Staff Writer

I
,

The College of Wooster women's
lost in a batsoccer team 2,
tle of conference unbcatens Saturday
in a hard-foug- ht
match against
).
With the loss
Kenyon
Wooster fell into third place in the
conference while Kenyon remained
).
tied with Denison (10-2-- 2,
Kenyon's purple and white notched
what would prove to be the only score
of the contest in the 34th minute after
a Wooster defender's attempt to clear
a cross hit off Kenyon's Jean Arnold
and bounced into the right side of the
goal. The Scots then turned it up in
the second half, outshooting the
Ladies 3 and dominating the ball.
Unfortunately numerous shots sailed
just over the crossbar and the Scots
were unable to convert their chances.
While the scoreboard showed a loss,
the Scots dominated on the field. On

a
guy. But as far as chains, I definitely
feel that's a racial statement. Almost 100 percent of
the guys in the league who are young and black
wear big chains. So I definitely don't agree with that
at all."
ng

Stephen Jackson

1,

4-0-

4-0-

8--

Players respond to David Stern's new NBA dress
code, banning players from wearing chains,
other headgear and retro jerseys.

4-1- -0)

(9-4--

(9-3--

do-ra- gs,

wolverines aren't marsupials at all, but
I feel like it was a solid effort on my
part.) As in the Alabama game,

season with a big two day tournament
at Wittenberg where they will face
Carnegie Mellon and Mt. Union on

Friday evening and Alma and Baldwin-Wallaon Saturday. The weekend
tournament is a great final tune-u- p for
the NCAC tournament which will be
held the following weekend at a site to
be determined.
ce

-

28

Women's soccer loses

up.. .because I know I'm

...

pouch on the mommy's stomach, like
kangaroos and koala bears. So yeah,

Erin Schaffner '07 leaps up for another kill as Wooster
won' its 20th game for the second consecutive season.
The NCAC tournament is up next (Photo by Mac Buehler).

do-ra- gs

dressing

i

k, got
dictionary . . . keep holding
it. They are mammals that bear immature young and develop them in a

a

rarely mounted a threatening attack
and when they did, a balanced defensive
effort did their job efficiently. Three different players recorded a team high six
digs and two others tallied five.
Drushal, Fowkes and Wolff all had six
while Marschall and Megan Earle '09
had five.
"This week was our last home game,
and it was special in the fact that it was
our 20th win and senior night for us
three seniors," said Fowkes. "This program has come a long way since our

Tim Duncan

t

ii
actually aon i even Know
what a marsupial really is, but a
wolverine sounds like it should be one.
Wait a minute, I'll look marsupial up in
a nurry.

'1

"I

nice-looki-

v

.

think it's a load of crap, I understand what
they're trying to do with (forbidding) hats and
and (retro) jerseys and stuff. That's fine. But
don't understand why they would take it to this
level. I think it's basically retarded."

neck-and-ne- ck

quarter, where the Nittany Lions
scored 22 points and the Wolverines "
scored 17. Pretty cool, huh? The
lead with
Lions then took a 25-under a minute to go and I think
everyone thought they were gonna
pull it off and remain undefeated. ,
However, Chad Henne marched those
cute little marsupials down the field in

back-to-ba- ck

digs. Rice and Ashley Baker '08 punished a lackluster Case defense with 13
and ten kills respectively. Case Western

good ol' Joe Pa. Again, we bad a game
thq whole
that was
time. The score was low until the 4th

21

Quote of the week

"I have no problem

prising everyone this year, beating
some decent teams like Northwestern
and then, of course, winning against
the Buckeyes. They're the underdog
that everyone likes, simply because of

TJocks and 13 digs. Heather Wolff '08

set lip 43 assists to command the
offense while having two solo blocks to
hehpiautiltljA .defensive., effort. AU,
Drushal '09 patrolled the back row and
racked up agame high 24 digs.. The win
moved the team one win away from
guaranteeing themselves a bid to the
NCAC tournament.
The Scots rolled into Senior Night
looking to go out with a bang and earn
their 20th win of the season. Wooster
made quick work of the visitors winThe team
ning 30--6, 30-2-3 and 30-2was honoring their three seniors and
becoming part of history, as it lias been
over two decades since a Wooster vol20
leyball team has had
win seasons. The seniors have accomplished 20 win seasons in three of their
four years at the College, as they finished 20-1-6
their first year here.
Leading the way was Woltr who set
a season high for aces in a match with
seven while tallying 39 assists and six

USC-No- tre

Dame games. First, let's talk about the
Penn State game. They have been sur-

Scots down Quakers and' Case, gear up for NCACs
Michelle Erickson
Sports Editor

and

State-Michig- an,

the day the Scots out shot the Ladies
12-- 6
and the ball was on Kenyon's side
of the field for almost the entirety of
the second half. When they were
attacked, keeper Kate Kiley '08 was on
hand, collecting 4 saves on the day.
While many teams would be satisfied with a good effort against an
undefeated team, the Scots' expectations are far too high. "Obviously we
were disappointed in the result." said
coach David Brown. "It was not a
moral victory at all; we expected to
win. We out shot them 12-- 6 and had
multiple chances to get backnto the
... we played well and just
game.
did not have the luck necessary to win
the game."
The Scots will have to recover
quickly with road visits to Hiram
and Ohio Wesleyan
before returning home to play
Denison on Oct. 26th in a game that
should play a key role in the Scots'
nlavotf clanrp
(2-11-

1- -4)

(8-4- -0,

2-- 2)

I

-1,

.

my own self.
Then, a few nights ago, All)ert
Pujols of the St. Louis Cardinals
smashed a home run to save the

Cardinals from going down to the
Houston Astros. It wasn't any regular
home run though. It was the top of
the 9th, the Cards were down
with
2 outs, and WHAMMY! Pujols saved
them from elimination.
That's why I named the article
4-- 2,

"Last-Seco-

I leroics," because people made

heroic plays within the last seconds of
the games. Good connection, eh?
By Nid 'Take a look! It's in a bouk!
H)(1intr Fainhmimmrwyiilll" Prnff

nd

8
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The Wooster Voice

Scots take three more, outscoring opponents

13-- 2

First and

Johann Weber

twenty-on- e

Voice Staff Writer

Many of you are probably wondern.
;
ing why it doesn't say
Well, because that sounds really dull
V,
and boring, and secondly because I
didn't turn 10 last weekend, I turned
J I
2 1. Which also explains why I took
the week off... and let someone else
write this column. Speaking of which,
1
I apologize for that. After reading this
)
space last week, I
realized that I
should never delegate sports
columns to people
who have the same
:
number of letters
shabadthadani
in their first name
as well as their last name (you too,
Nicky Cross). In any event, if I had
written the column, you would have
seen a list of the 750 beers that are
brewed across the world... and if
winning
far.
Scots'
in
so
The
wheel
Wooster
cog
integral
the
there weren't that many, I would have
Katy Baron '06 has been an
made 'em up. Anyway...
streak now stands at four (Photo by Jeremy Hohertz).
I was watching ESPN the other day
I saw the new Gatorade commerwill
be
and
and
Kenyon
final
four
make
the
will
against
into
"Winning
it
we
coupled
together
Denison)
against
have a very good chance of winning
huge because they beat us in our first cial. It's pretty awesome. They showed
with good team play are helping prothe finals." Baron said. "As long as we game of the season, and twice last some cricket and some football (real
pel postseason hope for this season.
the way we have been year," said Baron "If they can win the football) in an American ad. I was
"Our team has really come togethI
week,
we can make it. A
next two games, it will put the Scots delirious! That's going to be my line
and
is
this,
fire,
only
past
offense
on
er, our
is
with
one
into second place in the conference from now on "...because it's 90 feet to
said
to
supposed
play
team
here,"
from
better
see us getting
I
believe
we
are
and
coming
heart,
standings, which will allow them first, no matter where home is..."
Hamerstone.
tpgetheftis
both a place in the tournament and Simply brilliant. That's why Powerade
team."
cohesive
in
one
team's
the
belief
This strong
home-fiel- d
advantage." The game is and all those other worthless sports
against
team's
game
The
next
succeed
reverberates
ability to
decidrinks taste like camel piss.
be
is
at
Kenyon, and is followed
to
Saturday
Kenyon
up
very
shaping
including
throughout the players,
Ohio
have
26th
College football was berserk last
a
sive
win
will
Oct.
and
the
them,
by
against
for
game
"As
our
team
as
long
Katy Baron '07.
weekend.
Matt Leinart helped USC
the
for
Scots.
Wesleyan.
personal
significance
up,
and
intensity
keeps the mentality
stay perfect by sneaking into the end
zone and scoring a touchdown-a- t
Notre Dame with three seconds to go.
Michigan beat previously undefeated '
five
took
well.
attack
Penn State on a last second 'Hail-Mar- y'
Kenyon
only
quite
Andy Boylan
and
10 on PSU's
only one of
play from 4th-an- d
shots
the
entire
game
Voice Staff Writer
these needed goalie Treleven's atten19 yard line. A friend of mine who
tion, who earned his 25th career was at the game (who shall remain
Homecoming weekend was celebratshutout. Wooster. had more ibuls than unnamed), who lives across the hall
ed in lush fashion at the men's soccer
from Corey Maras and is the swim
Kenyon, perhaps a reflection of their
The
on
.Saturday.
game .against Kenyon
and
team captain this year, said 1 1,000
English
Premiershiplike
grit
impreslarge turnout was treated to an
a
offense
defense.
The
put
Scots,
up
went nuts at the same time.
show
from
tough
people
the Fighting
sive
1
1
shots,
five
on
of
them
Kinda
like
much
a car raffle in India. So now,
total
of
handled
ball
target,
of
whose offense
the
Scots'
all
season
weekend heroics (no, not
the
that
the
pu,t
in
in
after
twice
the victory
the game and tickled the twine
4--1
in
weekend
NCAC
the
record
at
heroics..that was LAST
MY
their 0 victory over the Lords.
which
known
for
is
offense
Scot's
weekend), there are seven undefeated
The
The Scots got. off to a quick start
slow
Saturday.
a
teams in college football. In the most
start came out firing on
when, in the fifth minute, as Matt Craig
well
recent (and first) BCS rankings that
'The game against Kenyon went
'06, on a run down the right side of the
field, received a pass froni "Tim Presto
last weekend,"- - said defender Adam were pleased on Monday, USC and
Chapman '07. "We started out strong in Texas are
Vinsanity vs. Matt
'07, and crossed the ball to Brian
the first half with two goals which is Lionheart. Lipsmacker.
Conaway '06, who put it past the keeper
unusual for our games. In the second
lead.
The Chicago White Sox proved me
and gave the Scots an early
half, we let our foot off the pedal offen(and half the nation's population)
In the 25th minute, goalkeeper David
d,
sively a little, not scoring any more wrong when they beat the Angels 4--1
Treleven '06 booted the bajl past
where Nate Little '06 got control goals, but the defense played well and to go to the World Series for the first
of the ball and hit Conaway on a streak took any chance of a comeback away time since 1917. Just to put into perfrom Kenyon."
spective how long it's been since then,
in Lords territory. With defenders all
As of press time, the Scots were play- - in 1917, 1 was --67 years old.
around, Conaway showed his grit and
if you will.
hit the back of the net for his second
lights in Granville in another imporThe 'Stros looked to join the Sox in
goal of the game. In doing so, Conaway
.the WS, until Albert Pujols stepped
tant conference match. Check the webbecame one of three players in College
of Wooster history to earn more than site or this space next, week for the up with two outs in the bottom of the
ninth inning in Houston, and crushed
score of that game. Their next game,
100 points in their collegiate career.
Nate Little assisted on Wooster's second
Senior
three-ru- n
g,
homer that
also a conference tilt, is at undefeated
a
players get two points for scoring a goal
goal against Kenyon last week. He will look to drive the Scots and one point for an assist.
Ohio Wesleyan University on Saturday landed in George Bush's morning cofback into the NCAC tournament (Photo courtesy of OPI).
fee pot some 62 miles away. The guy
The Scots' defense handled the Lords' Oct. 22nd at 7:30 p.m..
is ridiculous. So is Albert Pujols
(snicker). While most of us have had
some sort of natural line of descent
from the ape, Pujols looks like he's the
Dan Kremer
first
ahead
of
Hiram's
men finishing
product of a wild night of passion
Voice Staff Writer '
Colin
'09,
between a 600-l- b gorilla and a mule.
runner were Brian Loy
and
'09
But don't hate the playa, hate the
Havercamp '08, Mark DeWine
Taylor Delhagen '06 made a successMichael Cynkar '09.
game.
ful return to competition and the men's
Michelle Wie tied for fourth in her
On the women's side, the only disapand women's cross country teams
first pro tournament, and then
pointment was Katie Wieferich '07 not
dominated Hiram in the Jim Bean
promptly lost $53,126 because she was
competing and showcasing her domiInvitational at Wooster last Friday.
DQ'd for taking an illegal drop (she
The men had the top nine finishers in nance. However, on this day the
i
'
need
The
did
legs.
her
was allowed a drop because of a
not
women
15-and
the
drubbing,
a
route to
in
finished
all
five
runners
swarm of bees, but then dropped the
women's
top
had
six
the
in
another
rout,
top
women,
ball three inches closer to the hole,
the twenty second minute, with Nicole
victory.
finishers in route to a
which I now know is not allowed,
the
'08
Calderone
way.
leading
his
in
race
first
Delhagen competed
finished
the
thanks to Coach Danch). Listen, I
Calderone
the
first
of the season after missing
behind
solid
a
in
don't care how rich you are, or how
Right
race
21:08.
very
missed
a
four due to injury. lie hardly
a
with
'07
much money Nike is paying you, if
time
Zervos
Ashley
her
was
second
place right
beat, finishing in
'07
in
Rackley
of
Emily
some birdbrain comes up to me and
21:28.
21:15,
finbehind Colin Turner '06. Turner
and
Erin
'07
in
Lloyd
Sarah
21:40
says, "congratulations, you finished
race in 16:56
ished the
Kathy
'08
in
fourth, but you cheated, so we're keepCaptain
21:50.
Fortin
and Delhagen finished in 17:05. For
Wooster
sixth
the
was
'06
ing your 50 grand!" I'm going to kick
McCreary
Ted Polley '08, seen swimming at the annual intrasquad Black
Turner it was his third first place finish
first
ahead
finish
Hiram's
him in his nether regions. Moreover,
to
of
runner
for the men this season. The three
& Gold meet, will be a key contributor in the distance events
is
once
next
meet
Wooster's
Michelle... listen up. If you're going to
runner.
other top five runners for the men were
for Wooster this season. The swimming and diving teams kick
will
host
w hat the hell is three inches??!
the
home,
as
cheat,
at
again
they
Rudy Gilman '07, Nate Malcomb '07
Kenyon
at
NCAC
relay
meet
this
with
off
competition
the
19.
The
Oct.
Relays
That's
the size of Nick Cross'... finger.
Wooster
on
and Paul Thompson '09. Gilman didn't
tune-u- p
will
Mt.
two
final
meets
is
a
Union.
The
be
Heck,
hosting
the
before
Wooster
Relays
if
weekend
you're going to bend the
disappoint after the race of his life last
marbles,
the
all
for
rules,
the
before
the
race
pick
up the damn ball and drop it
tune-u- p
for Witt next Saturday (Photo by Caroline Hotra).
week, as lie completed the course in
in
at
hole!
Idiots, everyone!
meet
the
NCAC Championship
17:36. Malcomb finished in 17:44 and
Ohio;
Granville,
I'm
Anyway,
running out of space
Thompson in 17:45. The four other
(again). Jason Collier of the Atlanta
6
SURVIVOR SUPPORT SYSTEM
Hawks died abruptly at age 28. May
assist
who
available
confidentially
to
are
his soul rest in peace. Allan Houston
A group of faculty and staff
survivors of, or those who know survivors of sexual assault. For
of the New York Knicks retired
assistance contact:
because of knee problems. His contract still pays him $64.8 million over
Ext. 2319
Longbrake
Anderson
Nancy
the next four years. That's a lot of
00
Ext. 2357
Kauke 129A
Mary Bader
n
money to watch SportsCenter. Danica
CO
Ext. 2256
Kauke 8
Pam Frese
Patrick, Indycar's
O
Ext. 2543
Wishart 118
Shirley Huston-Findle- y
oo n
apeshit the other day and supwent
X
Ext. 2301
The Lilly House
Dianna Kardulias
posedly "punched" another driver in
Ext. 2208
Westminster Church
Carroll Meyer
the temple because he crashed into
o n
nn
her. She's in the wrong sxirt. The
Students may also contact the College counselors at Ext 2319 or a
WWE and the Wayne County Fair
Campus Minister at Ext. 2602. To report an assault contact the Wooster
Demolition Derby are Ixith hiring.
or Security at Ext
City Police at 911 (emergencies) or
ShabuJ "CasanoiHX is no hngrr single.."

victoWith an awesome seven-go- al
&
Jefferson
Washington
against
ry
College on Sunday, the women's field
hockey team reached a .500 record of
7 in the regular season. After stealing commanding 1 wins two games
in a row last week against Denison
and Wittenberg, the team has
reached a record of 4 this season in
the. NCAC and looks forward to a
game this Saturday against Kenyon.
Forward Lindsay Tingley '06 said,
"Both of the games were really exciting in the Denison game, we
scored, they answered, and then we
scored twice more to put them away.
In the Wittenberg game, they scored
first; we answered, and then scored
two more .to put them away. I think
we definitely outplayed both teams,
but the Wittenberg game was especially important to us because it was
on our. field, it was homecoming, and
they beat us when we played them on
their field."
Victory was crucial to the team.
The Scots had a struggling record
before their trio of victories over the
past week, and they are now three
games closer to their goal of a berth
in the NCAC tournament, which only
the top four of the NCAC's seven
teams are invited to. Strong individual performances by players like
Katelin Bugler '06, Anlyn Addis '07,
and Sarah Hamerstone '06 (who had
her fifth defensive save of the season
7--
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Men's soccer dominates; Conaway breaks 100
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Swimmers looking to start strong

Harriers outrun Hiram
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